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$EVWUDFW�
 
This thesis investigates the idea of using phoneme recognition as a telephone 
communication aid aimed at hearing-impaired people. A laboratory ASR system has been 
developed with which on-line trials (user studies) have been conducted in order to 
investigate and evaluate the idea of using state-of-the-art phoneme recognition as a 
“hearing aid”. 
 
Results from the on-line trials indicate that a significant improvement in communication 
quality may be achieved when using the phoneme recognition aid. The trials show an 
average 76% decrease in misunderstood words and an average 21% increase in 
communication speed when using the phoneme recognition aid.  
 
 
 
6DPPDQIDWWQLQJ�
 
Denna rapport undersöker fonemigenkänning som ett potentiellt kommunikations-
hjälpmedel för hörselskadade personer i telefonkommunikation. Ett laboratoriesystem har 
utvecklats med vilket on-line-försök (användarstudier) har genomförts i syfte att undersöka 
och utvärdera idén att använda fonemigenkänning som ”hörselhjälpmedel”. 
 
Resultaten från användarstudien visar att en signifikant förbättring i kommunikations-
kvalitet kan uppnås med fonemigenkänningshjälpmedlet. Försöken visar på en 
genomsnittlig minskning i missförstådda ord med 76%, samt en genomsnittlig ökning i 
kommunikationshastighet med 21% vid användandet av hjälpmedlet. 
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���,QWURGXFWLRQ�
 
����%DFNJURXQG�
 
There are today no alternatives to text telephones or relay services for hearing-impaired 
people that fully incorporate the flexibility of the normal telephone. E-mail, ICQ, fax and 
SMS are all “one-way-communication”  alternatives. Automatic speech recognition offers a 
new approach to the development of communication solutions for the hearing-impaired. 
This thesis investigates one such possible solution – phoneme recognition. 
 
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is concerned with the problem of going from an 
acoustic speech signal to a linguistically plausible, hopefully correct, interpretation of the 
spoken utterance by means of a computer. More specifically this involves dealing with the 
problems of converting an analogue speech signal into a digital representation of the 
acoustic2 content of the signal, and from this representation find a good interpretation of the 
spoken utterance using some or all of the different levels of linguistic knowledge: phonetic, 
phonological, lexical, syntactic and sometimes semantic, pragmatic and discourse 
knowledge.  
 
The level of interpretation depends on the application at hand. The highest level is found in 
e.g. dialog systems. Here the user may, for instance, make requests for information 
whereby the linguistic content (i.e. words, phrases) of the decoded speech signal is to be 
used as keys for database lookup. In this case it is necessary to implement some sort of 
knowledge about grammar and semantics (and pragmatics) to be able to adequately 
interpret the decoded signal. It might also be necessary to have some kind of discourse 
interpretation to enable succesful interaction between the system and the user.  
 
The linguistic representation of the decoded speech signal can also be output directly, 
without semantic analysis, to some kind of media as in the case of dictation systems or, as 
in the present work, in a system designed to assist human understanding of spoken 
utterances. This “low-level”  interpretation of speech is often referred to as speech 
UHFRJQLWLRQ whereas higher levels of interpretation is usually referred to as speech 
XQGHUVWDQGLQJ. Our system simply converts the acoustic signal into strings of phonemes 
and thus only deals with the problems of speech UHFRJQLWLRQ given the above dichotomy.  
 
����:K\�SKRQHPH�UHFRJQLWLRQ"�
 
The range of possible applications increase as ASR technology matures. A far-reaching 
goal is the speaker independent, general (i.e. not domain specific) ASR-system suitable for 
any task. Such a system is not yet reality because of the current state of technological 
advancement, the nature of language in general and the nature of spoken language and 
spoken communication in particular. The systems in use today are therefore mostly domain 
specific. They are designed to solve problems with a certain scope. If we know what we 
want the system to do it is a much easier task to construct an accurate language model to 
support the recognition process. 
 

                                                 
2 The acoustic spectrum. 
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A system such as the one we are concerned with has to be general, however. It cannot be 
constrained to any particular domain, since anyone may want to speak about anything in 
any kind of situation. A large (rule oriented) word recognition system could never have full 
coverage (no lexicon will ever contain all possible entries in a language and no grammar 
could (today) cover all possible constructions). The lexicon in a phoneme recognizer will 
be minimal in that it only contains the universal domain units we are dealing with – the 
phonemes (in the present system, the phonemes of Swedish). The grammar will also be 
trivial in its linguistic modelling capabilities; we rely on a phoneme loop appended with 
bigram weights (i.e. probabilities of a certain phoneme occuring next to another)3. A 
corresponding Q-gram language model for word recognition could yield recognition errors 
that, from a user’s standpoint, are harder to recover from. A misrecognized word could 
make sense in a certain interpretation although it might have nothing to do with what the 
speaker intended. Furthermore, the errors in Q-gram based phoneme recognition are more 
local than in a corresponding word recognition system; in an n-gram phoneme recognizer a 
recognition error may affect Q�preceeding and/or Q�succeeding SKRQHPHV, whereas in an Q-
gram word recognizer an error may affect Q�preceeding and/or Q�succeeding ZRUGV. These 
are some of the main reasons for trying phoneme recognition instead of word recognition in 
a speech-to-text system such as this.  
 
Another important motivation for using phoneme recognition is speed. The larger the 
language model, the longer the decoding process. A user of the system described in this 
paper cannot wait long for a system response. A large vocabulary recognizer with e.g. an Q-
gram grammar would, at present, be too slow.  
 
The lack of a comprehensive language model makes the system less robust; since we do not 
have an elaborate lexicon or grammar to properly guide the translation, the recognition 
quality relies almost totally on the phoneme models’ ability to discriminate properly 
between the different speech sounds. The only constraints imposed on the recognition 
hypotheses are the phoneme bigram probabilities. On the other hand, our system does not 
have to understand anything about the translated string, i.e. it does not have to possess any 
semantic or pragmatic knowledge, since all it is meant to do is output phonetic 
representations of the spoken utterances. Instead, we rely on the human user's capability of 
interpretation. 
 
It has previously been shown that phoneme recognition may indeed be a serious alternative 
when considering communication aids for the hearing-impaired (Alarotu et al., 1997, 
Karjalainen et al., 1997) (cf. Section 1.4). Our work investigates the matter further. 
 
����7HOHSKRQH�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�DLGV�IRU�WKH�KHDULQJ�LPSDLUHG�
 
Today, as a last resort, many hearing-impaired people depend on text telephones and relay 
services for telephone communication. According to Gjöderum (1999) there are 
approximately 1 million deaf people in Europe and approximately 80 million hearing-
impaired of which a small part is in need of a text telephone. Text telephones work well 

                                                 
3 Since we will be dealing with continuous speech and not isolated words we cannot resort to phonotax. A 
phonotax describing continuous speech will eventually be (almost) identical to a phoneme loop in the 
“ language”  it defines, since virtually any phoneme can follow any other phoneme across word boundaries. 
Although the articulatory process constrains what is actually being pronounced (the terms for this are 
coarticulation, reduction and assimilation) there is a tradeoff here, as is often the case, between simplicity and 
accurate linguistic modelling. 
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with experienced users, but, if you want to talk without a third-party-involvement it is 
necessary for both parties to have access to one. Relay services, where the operator 
translates speech into text and vice versa, enable hearing-impaired people to communicate 
over the telephone with people, who do not have direct access to a text telephone. Having a 
third party involved in the conversation naturally restricts privacy – however careful the 
relay service operator is about confidentiality. Most people would probably not resort to 
this alternative if they had a choice. 
 
Many hearing-impaired cope with simple amplification of the normal speech telephone. In 
some cases complementary help could still be useful. Names, changes in subject, certain 
dialects, accents or voices often cause problems even for people who use a normal 
(amplified) telephone daily. 
 
An aid based on speech recognition is desirable mainly for reasons outlined in the previous 
two paragraphs: only the primary users need to posses one; it enables communication 
without third-party-involvement; it can offer complementary help in certain situations for 
people who normally cope with a standard speech telephone. Hence, it is of interest to try 
the idea of using phoneme recognition as a hearing aid in a controlled experiment to 
determine what can be done using current technology. The primary questions adressed in 
this report are: can people be assisted by the output of a state-of-the-art phoneme 
recognizer in interpreting spoken communication; and if so, to what degree? 
 
����3UHYLRXV�ZRUN�
 
Using speech technology in aids for the disabled is an issue that has been investigated for 
several years. This chapter presents one study in which speech recognition was used in a 
relay service context, followed by a summary of an investigation concerning phoneme 
recognition similar to the work presented in this report. Some samples of the community 
discussion and potential uses of speech technology in aids for the disabled can be found in 
Klause (1995) and Roe (1995). 
 

63((&+�5(&2*1,7,21�$7�5(/$<�6(59,&(6�
 
In the U.S. trials have been made at relay service operators involving speech recognition 
(Judy Harkins, Gallaudet, personal communication). The relay service operator supervises 
the process and makes corrections where needed. Using speech recognition in this way, 
interesting as it may be, does not offer an alternative to the relay services as such which is 
one of the objectives with the system described in this paper (cf. section 1.2). There are no 
officially reported results from these trials, but the problems with inadequate recognition 
performance were too grave to justify any further implementation. The target group in 
these trials were also a bit different from the  target group of our experiments. Our aid is 
meant to be used as a complement to the residual hearing of the user. This is at the moment 
a necessary condition because of the current recognition quality. 
 

3+21(0(�5(&2*1,7,21�$6�$�+($5,1*�$,'�
 
The method of using phoneme recognition as a hearing aid described in this report has been 
inspired by previous work conducted in Finland (Alarotu et al., 1997, Karjalainen et al., 
1997). The two phases in the HörStöd project also partly repeats the approach described in 
these two articles. 
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In Alarotu et al. (1997) off-line trials concerning the readability of phoneme strings were 
conducted to determine a maximum phoneme error rate for comprehension to work 
satisfactorily. Four groups of subjects were used: normal hearing, experienced normal 
hearing, hearing-impaired and deaf subjects. The subjects were presented with strings of 
phoneme transcriptions with simulated typical recognition errors. Three types of sessions 
were investigated ranging from no context to fairly large context: isolated words, isolated 
sentences, and dialogues. 
 
It was found that for isolated words the phoneme error rate could be up to 11% without 
practically any degradation in comprehension. For sentences with their additional 
contextual information the error rate could be up to 18% and for dialogues as high as 25% 
without reducing comprehension substantially. 
 
In Swedish the error rates would probably have to be smaller since Swedish orthography is 
less phonemic than Finnish. As noted by Alarotu et al. (1997), since Finnish spelling is 
quite phonematic, Finnish speakers have no trouble reading the phonemic equivalents of 
the orthographic words. Things are not that simple in Swedish. There are for instance five 
ways of spelling the phoneme [SJ]4 (sh, sch, sj, sk, skj, stj), three ways of spelling [TJ] (k, 
kj, tj), and the list goes on. 
 
The second of the two articles (Karjalainen et al., 1997) describes two sets of phoneme 
recognition experiments performed in order to evaluate the performance two different 
speech recognizers for Finnish. The first experiment evaluated speaker dependent (SD) 
phoneme recognition. SD recognition with error rates of 10% or below gave satisfactory 
results when using the system as an aid for interpreting speech. The second experiment 
investigated speaker independent (SI) recognition on the same task. The SI system showed 
error rates of around 20%. This was deemed insufficient for the present task. They 
concluded that speaker adaptation was probably necessary to get adequate performance in a 
SI system. 

                                                 
4 All phonetic symbols in this paper are in the STA format. 
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���$XWRPDWLF�6SHHFK�5HFRJQLWLRQ�
 
This chapter briefly describes current ASR technology. The different parts of a modern 
typical ASR system will be described and some of the fundamental technological 
developments that have brought speech recognition to where it is today will be reviewed. A 
brief discussion on language modelling is also included at the end of this chapter.  
 
����&RPSRQHQWV�RI�D�VSHHFK�UHFRJQLWLRQ�V\VWHP�
 
The process of automatically recognizing speech can be broken down into different sub-
tasks. The sub-tasks are reflected in the architecture of most contemporary ASR-systems. 
Even if the different components depicted in Figure 1 do not have a corresponding physical 
module in the system (the components may be more or less integrated), the order of 
processing usually conforms to the one described below (Ström, 1997a). 
 
 
 
 
 
 

)LJ����2UGHU�RI�SURFHVVLQJ�LQ�D�W\SLFDO�$65�V\VWHP�
 
 
������6LJQDO�SURFHVVLQJ�DQG�IHDWXUH�H[WUDFWLRQ�
 
As pointed out by e.g. Rabiner et al. (1996) "the speech signal is one of the most complex 
signals that we need to deal with". Apart from being produced by a very complex source – 
the vocal cords and the vocal tract – and a source that varies greatly across speakers, the 
signal is affected by the transducer used to capture the signal, the environment in which the 
signal is recorded and the channel by which it is transmitted. There may be great intra- as 
well as inter-speaker variability in the signal due to the sex, age, mood and physical 
constitution and condition of speakers. All of these factors contribute to the great 
difficulties inherent in doing speech recognition.  
 
The first step in the recognition process is to capture the speech signal and transform it into 
a suitable representation for speech recognition. The representation needs to capture the 
significant spectral parts of the signal as well as its dynamics. This is done in the signal 
processing and feature extraction blocks.  
 
The first two blocks in Figure 1 convert the speech signal into a time series of feature 
vectors. The signal processing block converts the signal from the time domain into the 
frequency domain and computes a short-time spectrum representation of the signal by 
applying e.g. the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). This is done by dividing the signal into 
short time segments (typically 25ms), and by repeatedly applying the FFT on these 
segments about every 10th ms5 to produce a sequence of spectra called frames. 
 

                                                 
5 In this short time frame the articulatory process can be viewed as more or less stationary. 

Phonetic 
Classification 

Dynamic 
Decoding 

Feature 
Extraction 

Signal 
Processing 
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The feature extraction block computes a set of features (a feature vector) for each frame. A 
popular feature representation is the cepstrum coefficients. These are the cosine 
coefficients of the logarithmic spectrum in the frame. In speech recognition the most 
widely used type of cepstrum coefficients are the mel-frequency cepstrum coefficients 
(MFCC). These are coefficients calculated for a spectrum type (mel-spectrum) that 
resembles the frequency resolution of the human ear. This perceptually motivated 
representation has proven to be very useful for speech recognition (Davis & Mermelstein, 
1980). 
 
A typical feature vector contains 12 cepstrum coefficients plus their first and second time 
derivatives. The vector also includes the energy coefficient of the frame plus its first and 
second derivatives. This yields a vector of 39 elements – the first 13 (cepstrum + energy) 
capture the spectral information, and the deltas model the spectral movements over time. 
Including the 1st and 2nd order deltas may improve performance with some 10% as 
compaired to a representation based on the first 13 features only. Including higher order 
MFCC and/or higher order deltas does not further improve performance however (Huang et 
al., 2001, pp. 425-426). 
 
The feature vector is also called the observation of the frame. The feature extraction block 
thus outputs a sequence of observations (Ström, 1996, 1997b). 
 
������3KRQHWLF�FODVVLILFDWLRQ�
 
The next step in the chain of processing is the phonetic classification. This block takes the 
feature vectors from the previous block and maps them onto some representation of the 
phonemes or words that the system is designed to recognize. Historically there have been 
different methods for classifying the incoming signal into linguistic units (Blomberg & 
Elenius, 2000). The dominant method today is to use stochastic models, e.g. Hidden 
Markov Models (cf. chapter 3) or Artificial Neural Networks, for modelling phonemes. The 
standard solution in most contemporary systems is to deploy Hidden Markov Models for 
phonetic classification. Markov Models are trained to “ recognize”  (i.e. describe the 
statistical distribution of) a certain phoneme. Recognition is about computing the 
probability that a certain sequence of incoming feature vectors has been generated by a 
sequence of models. How this works is described in chapter 3. 
 
When the input has been mapped onto the modelled linguistic units the most probable 
analysis must be found taking into account the grammar and the lexicon. This is performed 
in the next block. 
 
������'HFRGLQJ�
 
The language model (i.e. lexicon and grammar) may be represented as a finite state 
network. The problem of finding the most probable path through this network given the 
phonetically classified input is a complex search problem. The issue here is to design and 
implement efficient search strategies so that the decoding can be performed with good 
accuracy and speed.  
 
Dynamic programming (DP) techniques have proven to be a most effective tool in dealing 
with the large and time consuming search tasks in ASR-systems. The most widely used 
search strategy is the DP-based Viterbi algorithm (cf. section 4.1.1). 
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In the decoding block the most probable string(s) of phonemes/words are evaluated 
according to the grammar (often a probabilistic grammar). The decoding step thus outputs 
one or more probable hypotheses of what may have been said based on the phonetic 
classification and the constraints imposed by the lexicon and the grammar. The output may 
be used by higher level knowledge modules where the hypotheses are rescored and/or 
interpreted according to some more elaborate natural language or discourse model – often 
referred to as a dialogue model in the ASR litterature (cf section 2.2). These are normally 
not part of the recognizer as such. Rather, they are part of the back-end of a larger system 
incorporating the recognizer. 
 
The decoding step is the last step in our recognizer since no higher knowledge layer is used 
(cf. section 1.1). 
 
����/LQJXLVWLF�³NQRZOHGJH´�LQ�$65�V\VWHPV�
 
The linguistic "knowledge" encoded in many ASR systems is often quite shallow from a 
linguistic point of view. This is mainly because of the complexity, and often limited scope, 
of the computational linguistic formalisms. There is today no general enough natural 
language parser of unrestricted text based on formal grammars that can be computationally 
efficiently implemented in a “ large-domain”  ASR system (Huang et al., 2001, p. 584). The 
linguistic knowledge encoded in most contemporary domain-independent systems usually 
consists of a simple lexicon, with phonematic transcripions and often a simple statistical 
grammar, e.g. Q-grams. More elaborate grammars such as eg. CFGs6 tend to constrain the 
range of expression given the language they define. Such grammars are mostly found in 
domain-dependent applications and they often require a lot of human effort to port to a new 
domain or language. 
 
Sometimes it is necessary to implement a level of linguistic knowledge “ on top”  of the 
decoder where, e.g. a more elaborate application-dependent grammar and/or a semantic 
interpreter may be used to guide the interpretation of what is being said. A set of dialog 
rules may also be needed to control the interaction between a user and the system. 
 
������%LJUDPV�
 
When building bigrams one has to find a text that somehow resembles the type of language 
to be used with the application. For our generic phoneme recognition task, where we want a 
good coverage of phoneme combinations, this should be a text with a wide range of 
subjects and sentences with different length. Ideally it should also be as close as possible to 
the spoken language. The only material that would partly fulfill the latter criterion we had 
at hand was the transcribed model training database. I say partly fullfill, since this is mostly 
read text (ideally we would want transcribed spontaneous speech) and the transcriptions are 
phonematic rather than phonetic. Since we did not want a language model that would 
enhance the peculiarities of the training data (for evaluation reasons) we decided to use 
transcribed newspaper text instead. This should also be a choice more in line with the first 
criterion of coverage and distribution. 

                                                 
6 Context Free Grammar. 
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���+LGGHQ�0DUNRY�0RGHOV�
 
As pointed out by Rabiner et al. (1996) there are two primary techniques that perhaps more 
than anything else have helped advance the state-of-the-art of speech recognition 
technology: the use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) for modelling the temporal and 
spectral variations of speech, and the use of dynamic programming search strategies for 
decoding. The latter was briefly discussed in the previous section (see also section 4.1.1). 
This chapter will describe how Hidden Markov Models are used in ASR. 
 
����+00�UHFRJQLWLRQ�
 
A Hidden Markov Model is a stochastic finite state machine that changes state (possibly 
back to the same state) at regularly spaced discrete times according to a set of probabilites 
associated with each transition. The HMM outputs an observation vector each time it enters 
a state. The observation vector is an Q-dimensional Gaussian probability density function 
described by Q mean and Q variance parameters (where Q� typically equals 39 – one 
dimension per MFCC vector component, cf section 2.1.1).  
 
The HMM is, by what has just been described, a production model. Classification or 
recognition using HMMs is the process of determining the probability that a certain model 
may have produced a given sequence of feature vectors given the output and transition 
probabilities of the model. The model with the highest probability wins.  
 
In phoneme-based recognition each phoneme is modelled by an HMM. By traversing a 
network of connected HMMs we get hypotheses with different probabilities about which 
sequence of models that best fits the incoming speech signal. In the case of phoneme 
recognition this is more or less all there is to it. In the case of word recognition each word 
is modelled by a sequence of connected phoneme models according to a pronunciation 
lexicon7. The probability scores generated in a path through a recognition network can be 
modified by a statistically weighted grammar (e.g. a set of Q-grams). In the system 
described in this report we use a weighted loop of phonemes as described in section 1.1. 
This does not exclude specific combinations of phonemes but it gives more likely 
combinations a higher score than less likely ones (given the prior estimations from some 
text corpus). The acoustic scores generated in the path through an individual phoneme 
model can thus be modified by the bigram grammar weights at each transition between 
models. 
 
The name Hidden Markov Model originates from the fact that of the two stochastic 
processes in the model one is “ hidden” . We may observe the the output vectors, but the 
sequence of states visited is unknown or hidden. Given the observations we can, however, 
calculate the most probable state sequence. 
 
A good introduction to HMM theory can be found in eg. Rabiner and Juang (1993) and 
Huang, et al. (2001).  
 
 

                                                 
7 A composite HMM is also a HMM. A word represented by connected phoneme models can also be viewed 
as a larger unit HMM. 
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����0XOWLSOH�PL[WXUH�PRGHOV�
 
Since speech parameters usually do not conform to a normal distribution a better 
probability estimation may be achieved by using a mixture of Gaussians. This gives a better 
estimation of the acoustic parameters but it also slows down the recognition process since 
the number of parameters that need to be evaluated at each state is proportional to the 
number of mixture components. With one Gaussian we have 78 parameters at each state 
(39 means and 39 variances). With 10 Gaussians we have 790 parameters (780 means and 
variances plus 10 mixture weights) at each state.  
 
����7UDLQLQJ�
 
In order to get good parameter estimations the models have to be trained. This requires a lot 
of training data in the form of labeled (e.g. phonematically transcribed) and parameterized 
training data. A common algorithm for optimizing the model parameters is the Baum-
Welch algorithm which implements the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation procedure. 
The parameters of each model are adjusted so that the probability that the correct sequence 
of models (given the labeling of each training example) has produced the utterance in 
question is maximized. The models in the present system had previously been trained at the 
department (Salvi, 1998).  
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���$XWRPDWLF�VSHHFK�UHFRJQL]HUV�
 
In this work we have used two recognition software tools. The first, HTK (Hidden markov 
model ToolKit), is an open source software tool for building speech recognition systems 
freely distributed for commercial and research purposes (Young, et al., 1999). The toolkit 
was originally developed at Cambridge University, UK and is now licensed by Microsoft. 
The second, StarLite, is a speech recognizer developed at the department of Speech Music 
and Hearing, KTH (Ström, 1996, 1997a). 
 
The HMMs have been trained (ch. 6) and adapted (ch. 7) using HTK. The recognition 
engine in our application is StarLite. The evaluation and parameter tuning has been 
performed with the StarLite recognizer. 
 
����6WDU/LWH�
 
StarLite is a hybrid HMM/ANN Viterbi recognizer that supports three different modes for 
phonetic classification. The different modes are: 
 
ANN - classification based on Artificial Neural Networks 
HMM - classification based on Hidden Markov Models 
Phone-graph - classification based on general phone-graphs. 
 
For details of the different modes see Ström (1996). In this work we have used StarLite in 
HMM-mode.  
 
������7ZR�SDVV�VHDUFK�
 
As noted in chapter 3, HMM-based speech recognition is a matter of finding the most 
probable sequence of models that may have produced a certain utterance. This is done by 
finding the most probable path through a network of connected models defined by a 
lexicon and grammar. Thus the recognition process is essentially a complex search 
problem. The network grows with the number of words and phoneme models (the number 
of models can be quite large if we use triphone modelling of phonemes (cf. chapter 5)), and 
so the search may become very complex. Because of this it is necessary to use efficient 
search strategies. A very common strategy is the Viterbi algorithm (cf. section 2.1.3). For 
details on the Viterbi algorithm see eg. Jelinek (1994), Huang et al. (2001).  
 
The Viterbi search is used to find the most probable path or hypothesis (i.e sequence of 
words) through the lexical network. StarLite implements this and another search algorithm, 
namely the A* algorithm. The forward Viterbi search pass generates a score matrix for 
different paths through the lexical network. This score matrix is then used in the backward 
A* search pass. The score matrix serves as a heuristic for estimating the probability for the 
continuation of a certain path through the network at each point in the network during the 
A* search. StarLite hence utilizes what is called a two pass (forward-backward) search. 
 
������5HGXFLQJ�SURFHVVLQJ�HIIRUW�LQ�GHFRGLQJ�
 
The Viterbi search pass is the most time consuming part of the recognition process. 
Therefore it is beneficial if we can somehow constrain the number of possible paths that the 
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algorithm may investigate. This is done by setting a number of different pruning 
parameters constraining for instance the search beam width in the Viterbi pass. There are 
pruning parameters that can be manually adjusted for both the Viterbi and the A* search. 
This is an important aspect of the fine-tuning of the recognizer during development. 
Pruning does not improve recognition quality but it may significantly increase processing 
speed, and speed is obviously an important aspect in online systems.  
 
For more details about the StarLite system see Ström (1996, 1997a). 
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���Q�SKRQHV�
 
There are different ways of representing phonemes used for speech recognition. Ranging 
from little to more context dependency we have monophone-, diphone- and triphone 
models. A monophone HMM is essentially a context insensitive modelling of a single 
phoneme. During training the model generalizes over different left/right contexts so that it 
is more or less insensitive to different pronunciations caused by assimilation and 
coarticulation. Diphone and triphone models are context sensitive in that they model each 
phoneme in every context in which it occurs. Such models have a central phoneme with 
different left and/or right contexts. By keeping pronunciations of the same phoneme caused 
by different contexts distinct the discriminative ability of each model increases.  
 
Polyphone models also affect the context in a combinatory way in that the use of a 
hypothesized di-/triphone constrains the choice of the following phone. Diphones and 
triphones may be modelled within words or across word boundaries. Example 1 shows a 
typical within-word-triphone transcription of the phrase “ hello there” (“ +”  and “ -“  indicate 
right and left context respectively). 
 

([DPSOH��� H+E  H-E+L  E-L+OW  L-OW  SP  DH+E  DH-E+R  E-R 
  
A word begins with a right context diphone and ends in a left context diphone. An optional 
short pause model (often referred to as a tee model) is usually inserted between words. 
Typically this model has only one emitting state and an ε-transition from entry to exit state. 
The ε-transition allows for direct transitions (i.e. without consuming any frame) between 
words when there is no pause between them. 
 
Di-/triphone models should theoretically be able to produce a sequence of observations 
closer to the utterance to be recognized than monophone models since they can model 
coarticulation more accurately. Di-/triphones should thus in theory be able to more 
accurately model speech. This is not always the case in practice however. Triphone models, 
for instance, demand much more training data than do diphones or monophones. Since 
there are tens of thousands of possible triphone combinations in any language, the training 
data has to provide enough coverage to enable good parameter estimates even for unusual 
triphones. In order to obtain better parameter estimates even for unusual triphones we may 
use a procedure called parameter, or state tying. By clustering models that are somehow 
similar in context, unseen models may be accounted for in a state sharing framework. A 
recognizer built on triphone models may still not perform as well as a monophone system if 
the training data has inadequate coverage or is WRR scarce. 
 
Phoneme recognition based on monophones is faster than recognition based on diphones or 
triphones. This is because of the greately increased number of models we get with 
increased context sensitivity. There are some 40 phonemes in Swedish and 403 = 64 000 
theoretically possible triphones8. This increase in the number of models slows the 
recognition process down.  
 

                                                 
8 Although the theoretical number is 64 000 the number of combinations actually occuring in Swedish is 
around 20 000. By model clustering  procedures phones with similar parameters may be tied thus reducing 
the model set to a few thousand. 
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Because of the decrease in speed when using e.g. triphones and because of the difficulties 
in training context sensitive models, monophones may still be an attractive alternative in 
certain situations. Although the triphone models at the department give better recognition 
results than the monophone models, we have used monophone models in our phoneme 
recognizer because of the real time constraints. The state tying procedure mentioned above 
does not only give better estimates to poorly represented triphones, it also reduces the size 
of the model set. This is an issue that should be further examined. If we could obtain a 
small enough set of triphones that could yield better accuracy than the monophone set used 
today without violating the speed constraints inherent in the current application, this would 
obviously be a more attractive alternative than using monophones. 
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���6SHHFK'DW�±�WUDLQLQJ�DQG�HYDOXDWLRQ�RI�+00V�
 
The HMMs used in this system have been trained and evaluated with speech from the 
Swedish version of the European speech database SpeechDat (Elenius, 2000). The database 
covers all major dialectal areas of Sweden. It contains 5000 male and female speakers of all 
ages. The utterances span from strings of alphadigits over names (personal and 
geographical) to phonetically rich words and sentences. It contains both prompted and 
spontaneous speech.  
 
The material in the 5000 speaker database, FDB5000, is recorded over the fixed telephone 
network. The database is therefore a suitable resource for developing telephone 
applications involving automatic speech recognition over the fixed telephone network. 
 
Part of the database has also been used in the continuous development testing, and in the 
final evaluation of the recognition quality of the application at hand.  
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���,PSURYLQJ�UHFRJQLWLRQ�SHUIRUPDQFH�±�VSHDNHU�DGDSWDWLRQ�
 
A speech recognizer can be either speaker dependent or speaker independent. The speaker 
independent task is obviously the more difficult, but also the most useful one. For some 
purposes the performance of a state-of-the-art speaker independent recognizer may not be 
sufficient. If we want to improve recognition quality for a small set of speakers we can start 
with a speaker independent set of HMMs and, if necessary, adapt these to the target 
speaker(s). This is a more convenient way of adjusting a system to a small set of speakers 
than to train a set of models from scratch on the group of target speakers, or worse, on each 
individual speaker.  
 
The original performance of the speaker independent SpeechDat-trained models used in our 
system was deemed too low to be useful in the generic phoneme recognition task (cf. 
(Alarotu et al., 1997, Karjalainen et al., 1997)). With an initial accuracy of 52,7%, for 
recognition on phonetically rich words, we decided to try speaker adaptation on the models 
to obtain better recognition quality. The results from these experiments are presented in 
section 11.1. 
 
Speaker adaptation is the procedure of applying different kinds of transforms (depending 
on the algorithm used) on the parameters in a speaker independent model set in order to 
maximize the likelihood of the adaptation data (speaker specific training data). This will 
reduce the difference between a speaker’ s characteristics and the general characteristics of 
the speaker independent model. There are two standard algorithms widely used in speaker 
adaptation: Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) and Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression 
(MLLR) (cf. Woodland 1999). 
 
MLLR clusters sets of models based on acoustic similarities, so called regression classes, 
and applies its transform on each cluster. The cluster “ granularity”  depends on the amount 
of adaptation data. By utilizing correlations between phonemes MLLR can estimate the 
parameters for models not present in the adaptation data. This makes MLLR suitable for 
adaptation where training data is sparse. With no regression classes MLLR applies a global 
transform equal for all the means (and optionally variances) in all models. The more 
adaptation data the finer the grouping into regression classes can be made and thus the 
more accurate the parameter updates. 
  
MAP can only adapt models that occur in the adaptation data. MAP thus requires more 
adaptation data than MLLR to give good estimates. There is no clear dividing line in terms 
of amounts of data where it can be said that one adaptation technique will outperform 
another. Gustafsson (1999) has shown that in some conditions MAP may indeed perform 
better than MLLR even with very little adaptation data. If both methods are available and 
practical, the choice of method should be made based on empirical investigation. 
 
In MAP adaptation the importance of the original speaker independent model parameters 
may be weighted against the adaptation data by adjusting the VFDOLQJ�IDFWRU constant. The 
smaller the constant the less we rely on the original parameter estimates. More importance 
is thus given to the adaptation data. When the scaling factor equals zero, MAP becomes 
similar to the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation, i.e. complete re-training of the 
means, since the original model parameter values are discarded. 
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Further mathematical and implementational details on the different adaptation techniques 
can be found in e.g. Huang et al. (2001), Leggetter & Woodland (1995) and Gustafsson 
(1999). The results obtained from the model adaptation experiments conducted in this work 
are presented in section 11.1. 
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���7KH�V\VWHP�
 
����7KH�UHFRJQL]HU�
 
The recognizer used in this work consists of a Viterbi decoder (StarLite), speaker adapted 
HMMs, a phoneme lexicon and a bigram language model. 
 
The models are SpeechDat-trained, speaker adapted, three-state, left-to-right continuous 
density monophone HMMs with 8 Gaussian mixture components per state. The observation 
vector contains 39 mean and 39 variance parameters per Gaussian corresponding to the 39 
parameter MFCC vectors from the signal processing block described in section 2.1.1: 13 
static (including the 0th cepstrum parameter as energy), 13 deltas and 13 acceleration 
coefficients.   
 
The lexicon simply consists of the set of phonemes (and some allophones) of Swedish 
corresponding to the model set in use (cf. Appendix 1). Since the ambition in the current 
system is to output a phonetic representation that resembles orthography9 we have excluded 
certain pronunciation distinctions that do not occur in the written language. Some 
phonemes (allophones) in the lexicon are therefore mapped onto other phonemes 
(allophones) since the distinctions, although often phonetically and phonologically 
motivated, do not occur in writing (cf. Appendix 2).  
 
The grammar used is a simple phoneme loop with attached bigram weigths calculated from 
a phonematic transcription of the TMH text corpus – a Swedish newspaper corpus available 
at the department.  
 
����7KH�%URNHU�
 
The Broker is a piece of software that functions as a hub in a distributed system. At the 
department different resources are located on different servers, and instead of establishing 
connections directly to each and every one of those servers, each server etablishes a 
connection to the Broker through which communication goes. This facilitates easy access 
to remote servers, and it enables multiple users to have access to a certain resource 
simultaneously. If the need arises during a session to, for example, send large amounts of 
data (e.g. recorded soundfiles to the recognizer) the broker can re-route this by setting up a 
connection directly between two servers on a specific port.  

                                                 
9 Some of the phonetic distinctions commonly seen in phonetic descriptions of Swedish are highly speaker 
and dialect dependent. The allophonic distinction between the open-mid [Ö3] and the close-mid [Ö:] as in 
“ hör”  (“ hear” ) and “ söt”  (“ sweet” ) is not realized in certain dialects of Swedish (eg. “ Östgötska”  where [Ö3] 
is the rule). Orthography, however, is common ground and therefore we believe that certain mappings will 
make reading easier – at least for users unfamiliar with phonetics. 
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)LJ����&RPPXQLFDWLRQ�IORZ�LQ�WKH�+|U6W|G�V\VWHP��
 
Figure 2 shows the communication flow in the HörStöd system. The dashed lines are data 
transfer and the solid lines communication such as function calls and requests. The 
different modules depicted are described in the following sections. 
 
To support as many languages and platforms as possible the Broker uses text 
communication via the TCP/IP protocol. This means that resourses located on different 
servers on different platforms written in different languages can communicate with each 
other as long as the proper data is sent. This is taken care of by the software described in 
the next section. 
 
����$WODV�
 
The HörStöd application has been built using a developer’ s platform called Atlas 
developed at the department (Melin, 2001). Atlas can be used as a middle layer between an 
application and other speech technology resources. Our application utilizes different 
resources for different tasks: e.g. a sound coder for parameterization, a speech recognizer 
and a graphical user interface etc. Instead of plugging an application directly into these 
modules, which may be written in different languages, one can use the pre-defined Java 
classes and interfaces in Atlas to add functionality to the application under development.  

Broker 

HörStöd 
GUI 

Sound Coder 
Server 

ASR Server  
StarLite 

ISDN 
Server 

Digitizer 
Server 
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)LJ����7KH�$WODV�PLGGOH�ZDUH�LQWHUIDFLQJ�D�KLJK�OHYHO�DSSOLFDWLRQ�DQG�ORZ�OHYHO� 
VSHHFK�WHFKQRORJ\�FRPSRQHQWV. �$GDSWHG�IURP�0HOLQ���������

 
As illustrated in Figure 3 Atlas is multi-layered so that each resource may be accessed at 
different levels of abstraction. In Atlas, interfaces to procedures used in various kinds of 
speech technology applications have already been defined. This speeds up development of 
applications where many different kinds of resources are needed, since each developer does 
not have to bother about the resource/language specific peculiarities of connecting a certain 
bit of code to another. 
 
����7KH�DSSOLFDWLRQ�
 
The HörStöd communication aid is in principle a simple GUI where the phonetic 
representation of a spoken utterance is displayed to the user. Below is an example of the 
phonetic output of the recognized utterance “ Nu ska jag berätta om min bror”  (“ Now I will 
tell you about my brother” ). 
 

([DPSOH��� N U S K A J A: B E R Ä T A O M I M B R O: R 
 
Since this is a phonetic representation there are no word segmentations. Consequently, 
coarticulation phenomena such as can be seen between the words “ om”  (“ about” ) and 
“ min”  (“ my” ) effect the output. Although there is an “ m”  at the end of “ om”  and at the 
beginning of “ min”  they are collapsed into one in the transcription since they are in effect 
realized as one in the pronunciation of the word sequence “ om min” . The assimiliation 
effect displayed between the words “ min”  and “ bror”  (“ brother” ), where [N] becomes [M] 
in front of a bilabial stop, is another example of a commonly seen coarticulation 
phenomenon. Users have to become aware of such systematic articulation effects. They 
also need to develop an ability to compensate for pure recognition HUURUV. 

DSSOLFDWLRQ��GLDORJ�HQJLQH�

VSHHFK�WHFK�$3,�
 
GLDORJ�FRPSRQHQWV�
 
KLJK�OHYHO�SULPLWLYHV�
 
VHUYLFHV�
 
FRPSRQHQW�LQWHUDFWLRQ�
 
FRPSRQHQW�63,V�

64/�
GDWDE��

$69� 776� DXGLR�FRGHU�
GHVNWRS�DXGLR 

DXGLR�GHYLFH�
GHVNWRS�DXGLR 

DQLPDWHG�
DJHQW�
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The HörStöd application has two modes of operation depending on the channel through 
which the speech signal is recorded – remote connection (i.e. telephone call) or desktop 
mode. If the application detects an incoming call through its connection to an ISDN server 
a session is started. If the user/developer wants to use microphone input a session can be 
started by pushing a button in the application window (see below). This functionality is 
supplied by a class in the Atlas package and has been implemented for development 
purposes. In a real application the desktop mode would hardly be necessary.  
 
In desktop mode the Digitizer server records the signal. In telephone mode the signal is 
captured by the ISDN server. The parametrization is performed by the SoundCoder server. 
The phonetic classification (Viterbi- and A* search) is performed by the Recognizer (i.e. 
StarLite). The best hypothesis (i.e. string of phonemes) is then passed to the application 
GUI (session class, cf. next paragraph) and presented to the user after the lexical mapping 
of phonemes have taken place (cf. section 8.1). The SoundCoder, the Digitizer, the ISDN 
and the Recognizer are all different servers that communicate with the HörStöd GUI via the 
Broker.  
 
The top level architecture (i.e. the application) is simple. It basically consists of four java 
classes: an application class, a session class, a GUI class, and a resources class. On startup 
an DSSOLFDWLRQ� ZLQGRZ and a VHVVLRQ� ZLQGRZ is created. The DSSOLFDWLRQ� ZLQGRZ is a 
startup window where the user starts and stops the different HörStöd resources. When the 
system is started the necessary resources are connected to the application via the Broker. 
The program is now ready to start a session. When an incoming call is detected by the 
ISDN server a session object is created, a session is started and output is directed to the 
VHVVLRQ�ZLQGRZ (Figure 4).  
 
 

 �
)LJ����7KH�+|U6W|G�VHVVLRQ�*8,�GXULQJ�D�VHVVLRQ�VKRZLQJ�SKRQHPH�VWULQJV�IURP�

�WKH�UHFRJQL]HU�DQG�EORFNHG�ZRUGV�RXWSXW�E\�WKH�6SHHFK�7UDFNLQJ�SURJUDP��
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The VHVVLRQ�ZLQGRZ is the GUI in which output is presented to the user during a session 
(eg. a phone call). The recognized phoneme strings are given in uppercase letters and the 
output from the Speech Tracking program (blocked words, cf. section 10.2) are given in 
lowercase as shown in Figure 4. This window lives as long as the application is running 
and each new session is connected to this window. 
 
Since this is a laboratory system there are push-to-talk buttons that are operated by the 
experiment leader (cf. section 10.1). One button activates the recognizer. The other 
bypasses it. There is also a button for clearing the screen between sessions. 
  
When a session is started the user is notified by an incoming call message in the VHVVLRQ�
ZLQGRZ (not shown in the figure). When a hangup signal is detected the session is 
terminated and a “ hangup”  message is displayed (also not shown in the figure). 
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���'HYHORSPHQW�LVVXHV�±�SUREOHPV�DQG�OLPLWDWLRQV�
 
����3DUDPHWHU�VHWWLQJV�
 
During the development of a speech recognition application the recognizer has to be tuned 
so as to fit the task at hand. There are a number of parameters that need be set in order to 
optimize the performance of the recognizer.  
 
In StarLite there are two different groups of parameters that should be tuned. The first 
group consists of two weight or scaling parameters. The first of the two is a word insertion 
penalty parameter, 3. This  parameter is a constant that is added to each word-end 
hypothesis making it more or less expensive to insert a word. The second parameter in this 
group is a grammar scaling factor parameter, 6, that weights the influence of the statistical 
grammar. A high value gives high importance to the grammar in relation to the acoustic 
information. If S� is the probability for a word hypothesis, the probability scaling is 6S�3� 
These parameters effect the number of errors, as well as the ratio of insertion-, deletion-, 
and substitution errors. A common recommendation is to aim at approximately the same 
number of insertion-, and deletion errors. This does not necessarily maximize the 
performance in terms of accuracy10 but it is more or less standard procedure.  
 
These two parameters should be adjusted as a pair. When increasing the grammar scaling 
factor the word insertion penalty parameter should typically be decreased. By running a 
number of tests on a subset of the evaluation data (development data) the parameters can be 
tuned to some kind of optimum. 
 
The second group of parameters are the pruning parameters. These affect the search passes 
by constraining the search space. There are two parameters for each search pass – the 
forward and the backward pruning parameters. As stated earlier, pruning does not improve 
recognition quality but can significantly speed up the process. In an online system where 
speed is important you have to find the best trade-off between accuracy and speed. These 
parameters are also tuned by repeatedly running tests on development data, setting the 
parameter values manually before each test. 
 
����7HOHSKRQH�VSHHFK�
 
Phoneme recognition is a difficult task since recognition depends almost solely on the 
acoustic  evidence and the quality of the HMMs. Telephone bandwidth (300 – 3400 Hz) 
does not make life easier. Since most of the energy in some of the phonemes of Swedish, 
e.g. [S, F, SJ], lies above 4000 Hz this information is lost when speech is recorded over the 
telephone. This makes automatic discrimination between for instance [S] and [F] quite 
difficult (below 4 kHz the spectra of [S] and [F] are very similar). Recognition quality can 
therefore be expected to be significantly lower with telephone speech sampled at 8 kHz, as 
compared to high quality speech which is normally recorded at a sampling rate of 16 kHz. 

                                                 
10 Accuracy is defined as (N-D-I-S)/N, where N = the total number of words; D = deletion errors; I = insertion 
errors; S = substitution errors. A generous word insertion policy may degrade performance in terms of 
accuracy; each time we insert a word we run the risk of getting either an insertion error or a substitution error, 
whereas a missing word may only cause a deletion error. On the other hand, we might get misleading 
accuracy measures if we are too restrictive with word insertions – i.e. if the ratio D/I gets to large. 
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����7KH�H[SHULPHQW�
 
In the user study we wanted to test whether a human listener could actually use a string of 
characters such as those output by our phoneme recognizer together with remnants of the 
acoustic signal in decoding what is being said over the telephone. Our working hypothesis 
was that they could. If this should be the case we needed a measure of how much such an 
aid might improve understanding. In order to obtain this we used a procedure called Speech 
Tracking, which is explained in the following section. 
  
�����0HWKRG�
 
The Speech Tracking procedure was developed by De Filippo & Scott (1978). The method 
has mainly been used to evaluate different technical aids for improving the lip reading 
capability of profoundly hearing-impaired people.  
 
In Speech Tracking the experiment leader (sender) reads aloud from a manuscript and the 
subject (receiver) tries to repeat what is being said. If something is not understood the 
sender repeats the phrase or word where the error occured. If the receiver does not 
understand what is being spoken after repetition, the phrase or word will eventually (after a 
fixed number of repetitions) be given in text so that the "conversation" may proceed 
without loss of context. The number of repetitions of a misrecognized word/phrase is set 
once and for all throughout the entire experiment. The score for each session is the number 
of words transmitted (or in some schemes correctly identified) divided by the time elapsed 
for each session. 
 
The method provides a convenient framework for a more or less controllable experiment on 
a very difficult task. The method has several advantages: it gives an easily understood 
measure of the receiver’ s ability to comprehend what is being said, i.e. to track speech; it 
mimics, at least in part, a natural communication situation; no special equipment is needed 
and no complicated procedure has to be learnt or observed by the subjects.  
 
The method also has a few shortcomings. There are a number of parameters that may be 
sources of variability within a test set and, perhaps more importantly, when comparing 
different test sets. The following parameters may affect the results in a Speech Tracking 
test (Spens, 1995): 
 
1. Text difficulty. 
2. Speaking rate (sender and receiver). 
3. Repair strategy. 
4. Certain language characteristics. 
5. Scoring metric. 
 
(1) The first is quite obvious. The number of difficult or unusual words, the complexity of 
the sentence structure and the sentence length will all affect the receiver’ s chance of 
successfully decoding what is said. 
 
(2) In daily conversation the speaking rate is adjusted between the parties to a point where 
communication flows optimally. This also happens in the speech tracking sessions. 
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Adjustment occurs more or less unconsiously and will naturally vary between 
speaker/listener pairs and therefore it will bias the tracking score. 
 
(3) The repair strategy (i.e. the number of repetitions, the size of repeated units (word-, 
phrase- or sentence level) and the way the blocked words are presented to the subject) will 
also affect communication speed and hence the tracking score. Therefore the strategy 
should be well defined and used consistently throughout the entire experiment. 
 
(4) Different languages differ in average word length and thus in the number of phonemes 
per word. In English the average length of a word is 4,96, for Swedish 5,94 and for German 
6,78 phonemes/word Spens (1995). This also influences the tracking score. A language 
with a higher average word length can be expected to give lower tracking scores. 
 
(5) The way we calculate the tracking score (and other possible measures) affects the 
possibility of comparing results from different studies. Some schemes (Spens, 1995) deal 
with e.g. words resolved outside the system (i.e. blocked words) by taking into account the 
time spent on such words. Yet others subtract such words from the total number of words 
when calculating the Speech Tracking score. Imagine that we have the result 50 w.p.m in 
an aided condition and 40 w.p.m in a corresponding unaided session. The relative 
improvement with the aid is then 25%. If there would be 1 w.p.m resolved outside the 
system in the aided condition and 5 w.p.m in the unaided, the results would be 49 and 35 
respectively if we omitted these words when computing the tracking score. The 
improvement would then be 40% with the aid11. Both approaches are correct. Difficulties 
arise when we try to compare results between the two schemes. 
 
�����3DUDPHWHU�FRQWURO�
 
In order to control as many as possible of the parameters causing variability between 
sessions within and across experiments a program has been developed at the department 
(Gnospelius & Spens, 1992). Among other things this program keeps track of the speaking 
rate and sets the repair strategy to giving the blocked words in text on the user’ s screen by a 
click of the mouse after a fixed number of repetitions. The number of repetitions needs to 
be explicitily set.  
 
The program can also give statistics on text complexity and has a uniform way of 
computing the different scores. By adding additional information of the different kinds of 
parameters described in section 10.1, comparisons between experiments will be easier. 
Further details of this method and the software in question can be found in Gnospelius & 
Spens (1992). 
 
The program prompts a phrase (or sentence) at a time. The sender reads this phrase aloud. 
If the receiver correctly repeats the phrase the sender continues with the next phrase 
prompted. If the receiver does not comprehend the phrase or part of the phrase, the entire 
phrase is read anew from the point where the blocking occurred. The repair strategy 
adopted in the present experiment was to give the first blocked word in a blocked phrase in 
text at the first repetition of that phrase while reading the entire phrase anew. Normally 
there would be one or more repetitions of a phrase before a word is resolved outside the 
system (i.e. given in clear text). Our simulated hearing loss was very severe and initial 

                                                 
11 The example was collected from Spens (1995). 
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testing showed that requiring more than one attempt per blocked word would be too 
frustrating for the subjects. Setting the number of repetitions this way should not bias the 
Speech Tracking results as such. 
 
�����7KH�WH[W�
 
The text used in this experiment was %U|GHUQD�/HMRQKMlUWD� �7KH�%URWKHUV�/LRQKHDUW��by 
Astrid Lindgren. This text has been used extensively in earlier Speech Tracking 
experiments at the department. Although it is a book aimed at young readers, the text is 
fairly difficult in that it contains many names of people and places, and in that the mode of 
expression is, in some parts, somewhat archaic.  
 
Some sections of the text are more difficult than others from a Speech Tracking point of 
view. In one section a song verse is recited by one of the characters. This bit of text is 
obviously problematic since the listener has no context by which to interpret what is being 
read. In earlier experiments this section has often been skipped because of its “ extra-
textual”  character. We decided to keep it as it were. Difficulites often arise during a 
conversation when e.g. new subjects and topics are introduced. This can pose problems not 
only for the hearing-impaired. It has been hypothesized that users would have the most 
benefit from an aid such as the present one in situations where there is a change in context. 
Therefore we kept the text unchanged. It became evident that interpreting the song verse 
section was a much easier task when the subjects were aided by the phoneme transcription. 
  
�����([SHULPHQW�VHWXS�
 
The system was run on three different machines: one held the HörStöd program; a second 
machine held the Speech Tracking program (sending repaired words to the GUI in the 
HörStöd program via the serial port); a third machine held a software signal processing 
algorithm used to distort the speech signal to the listeners to a simulated hearing loss12 (this 
was built using the software package Aladdin13). 
 
The distortion was performed by an 8th order 250 Hz low pass filter and an amplitude 
dependent speech-weighted masking noise, which was added to the signal to keep the SNR 
constant. The idea was to remove spectral cues, such as formants, but keep amplitude and 
F0-information. 
  
For practical reasons, the signal going to the receiver via the distortion program was picked 
up by a separate microphone attached 20 cm from the speaker’ s mouth. The signal to the 
recognizer came from a telephone over an ISDN connection. The response from the listener 
was picked up by a microphone connected to a loudspeaker at the speaker’ s desk.   
 
�����6XEMHFWV�
 
19 male and female subjects aged between 20 and 70 participated in the experiment. 9 had 
previous experience from reading phonetic transcriptions. These will be referred to as 
“ trained subjects” . The trained subjects were people from the department and others with 

                                                 
12 We do not actually simulate a UHDO hearing loss. 
13 http://www.hitech.se/development/ (Real-Time Signal Processing Tools/Aladdin Interactive DSPTM) 
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phonetic knowledge. The remaining 10 subjects had no such experience. They will be 
refered to as “ untrained subjects” . 
 
Note also that by “ trained”  we do not mean trained in reading the particular phoneme 
strings output by the HörStöd recognizer. Rather it means that the trained subjects are 
familiar with reading phonetic representations in general and that they have knowledge 
about the articulatory process and the pronunciation phenomena this results in, such as 
assimilation, reduction and coarticulation. This kind of knowledge should give good 
guidance when reading phonetic transcriptions of continuous speech. But, becoming fluent 
(if this is at all possible) in reading long and, to some degree, erroneous strings of 
phonemes, should imply a certain amount of training for most people. 
 
�����6HVVLRQV�
 
Ten sessions were conducted with each of the 19 subjects, 5 sessions without the aid 
interleaved with 5 sessions with the aid. Each session was 5 minutes long. This yields 
nearly 16 hours of dialogue. Before beginning the experiment the subjects were informed 
about the procedure, i.e. what they were about to see (phoneme string and the text output 
from the Speech Tracking program) and how they should respond to what they (thought 
they) heard. A short test session was performed before the experiment started in order to 
trigger any questions and sort out any difficulties before the real tests started. 
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����5HVXOWV�
 
This chapter starts with a short presentation of the speaker adaptation experiments 
performed in order to improve the performance of the original speaker independent models. 
Next, the results of the user study described in the previous sections are presented and 
analyzed. Here we will mainly look at two different measures of communication 
performance: the number of words communicated per minute in a session (the VSHHFK�
WUDFNLQJ�VFRUH); and the number of blocked words in relation to the total number of words 
transmitted in a session (the EORFNLQJ�UDWLR). Finally, we will discuss the potential learning 
effect that is indicated in the results. 
 
�����6SHDNHU�DGDSWDWLRQ�
 
In this study we have investigated the MAP and the MLLR adaptation procedures in order 
to see what could be done to improve the performance of the speaker independent models 
used in the HörStöd recognizer. The algorithms were used in a static supervised14 
adaptation procedure. Several experiments were conducted: MLLR with different number 
of regression classes; MAP  with different scaling factors; a combination of the two in 
which MAP was followed by MLLR – a technique suggested by e.g. Chesta et al. (1999) 
and Rimbe (2000). Some of the results of the experiments are given in Table 1.  
 
 

0HWKRG� �5HJUHVVLRQ�
FODVVHV�

6FDOLQJ�
IDFWRU�

$FFXUDF\� RQ�ZRUG�
HYDOXDWLRQ�

MLLR 8  71,9% 
MLLR 16  81,4% 
MLLR 32  81,4% 
MAP  12 74,8% 
MAP  1 75,5% 
MAP  0,001 76,0% 
MAP (= ML)  0 ������
MAP+MLLR 16 0,001 82,0% 

 
7DEOH����6XPPDU\�RI�DGDSWDWLRQ�H[SHULPHQWV�

 
We were aiming at accuracy levels above 80%. This has been shown to be a critical 
threshold (Alarotu et al., 1997, Karjalainen et al., 1997) when interpreting phoneme strings 
in a dialogue situation (cf. section 1.4). Below this level understanding rapidly deteriorates. 
As can be seen in Table 1, this level of accuracy could be reached in all of the three cases – 
MLLR, MAP and MAP followed by MLLR. The best results were achieved with 16 or 
more regression classes and a scaling factor approaching zero. MAP with scaling factor 
zero gave WKH best result. The reason for this should be the large amount of adaptation data 
used for adapting our small set15 of context independent models: 70 phonetically rich 
sentences and 311 phonetically rich words out of the SpeechDat corpus. This is in effect a 

                                                 
14 Supervised, static adaptation means that all adaptation data is labeled and that adaptation is not incremental. 
15 42 phonemes plus the “ sil”  model that all occurred in the adaptation data (cf. Appendix 1). 
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virtual ML re-training of the models, which, some may argue, is not adaptation in its real 
sense. Since the goal here was not to find an optimal adaptation procedure, but to increase 
the performance of the models, the use of this fairly large amount of adaptation data could 
be justified. The issue of speaker adaptation has to be investigated further in order to find a 
simple and effective procedure that may be used in a real application. 
 
As mentioned in chapter 7, the accuracy figure for the original speaker independent models 
was 52,7% for recognition on isolated words. After speaker adaptation accuracy rose to 
82,2%. This gave us the performance boost needed to continue with the online experiments 
discussed in the following sections. The accuracy figure for recognition on sentences was 
only 70% however. Since the aid was originally intended to be used for clarifying isolated 
words in a dialogue context16 we used word level evaluation for setting the bottom line 
performance of the aid. It should also be kept in mind that we were investigating a 
somewhat different situation than Alarotu et al. (1997) and Karjalainen et al. (1997). Our 
aid is intended to be used together with the residual hearing of the user. In Alarotu et al. 
(1997) and Karjalainen et al. (1997) the phoneme strings were read as text without any 
additional acoustic clues. If we look at the results reported in these two papers the 
performance of our system is somewhat on the low side. But given the situation in which it 
was meant to be used we concluded that the performance was sufficient for our on-line 
trials. 
 
�����6SHHFK�WUDFNLQJ�VFRUH�DQG�FHLOLQJ�UDWH�
 
The conventional VSHHFK� WUDFNLQJ� VFRUH (L) is a simple metric computed as the total 
number of words transmitted per session divided by the total time of the session. This 
yields a measure showing the average number of words communicated per minute (w.p.m.) 
 
Figure 5 shows the average tracking score (L) per session for all 19 subjects. The upper 
curve depicts the tracking score with the HörStöd support (aid). The lower curve shows the 
tracking score without the aid.  
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16 Although, this was not how it was used in the experiments. In the experiments the recognizer output 
phonetic representations of everything the speaker said (i.e. phrases or sentences). 
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The average tracking score for all five sessions is 19,7 without aid and 23,8 with aid. The 
average improvement with the phoneme transcription aid is 20,9% ((23,8-19,7)/19,7). L=40 
is the approximate level at which communication is agreed to flow satisfactorily according 
to e.g. Spens (personal communication). We are far from this level in these experiments. 
This shows a potential weakness with the phoneme recognition aid.  
 
The speech tracking procedure by Gnospelius & Spens (1992) adopted in this work gives 
another measure which may shed some light on the cause of the fairly low tracking score. 
The FHLOLQJ� UDWH (Lc) gives the number of words per minute for the FRUUHFWO\ understood 
turns in a session without any repetitions. I.e., the phrase must have been accurately 
repeated by the receiver without any previous sender repetitions of any part of the phrase. 
Since phrases successfully repeated after the first turn are the only ones that are taken into 
account when calculating Lc this is a measure of how fast communication flows when it 
flows optimally (i.e. with no breaks and little hesitation about what has been said). In the 
sessions without aid Lc is on average 53,6. In the sessions with the aid Lc is on average 
34,5.17 This might look a bit strange at first.  
 
Figure 6 shows Lc and L. Observe the larger difference between L and Lc in the sessions 
without aid. 
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The conclusion is that with the aid activated the subjects tended to spend more time trying 
to decode each turn even if they (thought they) heard what was said. Without the aid the 
subjects immediately responded without delaying for confirmation in the phoneme string. 
Although the aid slows down error-free communication L and Lc tend to converge much 

                                                 
17 For Lc to be a meaningful measure it has to be established on a few phrases during a session. If the text is 
too difficult or if the hearing loss is too severe no phrases might be successfully repeated without previous 
sender repetitions. If this would happen or if there are too few “ clean”  repetitions to establish Lc in a session 
we will either get no value of Lc or the equation for Lc would suffer from end effects thereby producing 
unreliable results. In the trimming of the experiment setup Lc was the hardest parameter to control. The level 
of filtering and masking of the speech signal was determined by the fact that the subjects would have to be 
able to understand a sufficient portion (~10%) of what was said even without the aid. The final levels of the 
filter were assessed in a small pilot study before being used in the “ real”  experiment. In spite of this a few 
unaided sessions did not get an Lc value and some got unreliable Lc values. Therefore Lc is only used here as 
a comparative indication highlighting other more reliable values such as L, TotW and BlockW. 
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more in the aided sessions compared to the unaided. This is what you should expect if the 
aid is really an aid (Spens, 1995). 
 
Next we will look at the difference in performance between the trained and the untrained 
subjects. Figures 7 and 8 show L with and without aid for untrained and trained subjects 
respectively. 
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The subjects seem to perform better after more sessions. The upward trend in the curve for 
the aided sessions is steeper for the untrained subjects (at least in the first four session – 
Figure 7). The dip in the fifth aided session can partly be explained by increased text 
difficulty. The less proficient readers run into problems overcome by the “ better trained”  
ones when the text becomes more difficult. It may also be an indication of weariness 
among the untrained subjects. 
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The curve for the aided sessions for the trained subjects also indicates a learning effect. 
Here we do not have a dip in aided session five as could be seen with the untrained 
subjects. Figure 9 collapses Figures 7 and 8 on another scale. We see that the trained 
subjects perform slightly better.  
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The untrained subjects seem to have a steeper learning curve in the first four aided sessions 
compaired to the trained subjects. This has to be taken with some scepticism however. We 
would need more subjects in each group and, preferably, more sessions per speaker to be 
really sure of what is actually going on.  
 
The curves without aid seem to be in favour for the trained subjects if we look at L, and in 
favour for the untrained subjects if we look at the upward “ learning”  trend. The difference 
here, however, is even smaller than in the aided case and is probably a matter of chance. 
With more subjects the curves without aid should probably more or less coincide. Common 
to the two groups of subjects is that the learning trend for the unaided sessions seems to be 
levelling out after the third session (e.g. after the sixth session counting consecutive aided 
and unaided sessions). More will be said about the learning effect in section 11.4. 
 
�����:RUG�PHDVXUHV�
 
The second measure we have used is the relation between the number of blocked words 
(%ORFN:) and the total number of words (7RW:) transmitted in a session. The smaller the 
ratio %ORFN:�7RW: (henceforth called EORFNLQJ�UDWLR) the better the subjects have 
understood what has been said. Figure 10 shows the number of blocked words and the total 
number of words for both the aided and the unaided sessions averaged for all subjects per 
session. The figure clearly shows that the total number of words are higher and the number 
of blocked words are lower in the aided sessions as compared to the unaided sessions. 
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Recall here what was said about the Lc measure in section 11.2. Although Lc is on average 
higher for the unaided sessions the total number of words transmitted is on average 16,9% 
lower than in the aided sessions. This is explained by the fact that when subjects were stuck 
on a word or phrase in a turn it was much harder to resolve the entire phrase if they did not 
have the phoneme string to help them. Often several words per blocked phrase had to be 
given in clear text in the sessions without aid. This was not the case to the same extent in 
the sessions with the aid. So, although the ceiling rate is higher in the unaided sessions the 
total number of words is significantly lower than in the aided sessions. Figures 11 and 12 
show the blocking-ratio for unaided and aided sessions respectively. 
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In the unaided sessions 28.5% of the words were blocked and had to be given in clear text. 
In the aided sessions the same number was only 6.8% - a 76% error reduction. 
 
Figure 13 shows the average blocking-ratio per session. The trend seems to be decreasing. 
This is in accordance with the increase in L as shown in Figure 5. 
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An interesting thing to note is the curves for the blocking-ratio for the trained and untrained 
subjects separately as shown in Figure 14. The curves are more or less the inverse of the 
tracking score curves shown in Figure 9. We see the same trends in the difference between 
the unaided and the aided session between the group of trained and untrained subjects when 
comparing the blocking-ratio as when comparing L: note e.g. how well the curves in the 
unaided sessions here match the curves for the unaided sessions in Figure 9; note also the 
more rapid improvement of the blocking-ratio for the untrained subjects in the aided 
sessions compaired to the trained subjects; the dip in L for the untrained subjects in the 
fifth aided session can also be seen here in the increased blocking-ratio in the same session 
for the untrained subjects.  
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�����/HDUQLQJ�HIIHFW�
 
Until now we have said little about the learning effect. All curves presented so far indicate 
an “ upward”  trend in that the subjects seem to perform better as the number of 
sessions/subject increases. What does this mean? Figure 15 is identical to Figure 5 but with 
trends depicted. The trend lines are almost parallel. This seems to indicate that the increase 
in L has probably more to do with the subjects getting used to the low pass filtered speech 
than an increase in their phoneme reading proficiency. 
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But things might not be that simple. If we look again at Figure 9 there seems to be a rapid 
increase of L in the first three unaided sessions for both the trained and the untrained 
subjects. The trained subjects do not have the same rapid increase in the aided sessions but 
they continue to improve over the last two sessions. The untrained subjects have a rapid 
increase in the first four aided sessions but a dramatic dip in the last session. These 
observations may partly explain why the trend lines for the sessions with and without aid 
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averaged over all subjects have more or less the same slope. But then again, we have too 
short experiment durations per speaker in order to draw any definite conclusions about 
these observations. With more sessions per subjects we may determine if the curves 
diverge, converge or if they level out. In the worst case scenario they would converge 
yielding the same result with and without the aid. This would indicate that the aid is too 
complicated to use conveniently. Since the aid is aimed at the hard of hearing we should 
conduct prolonged trials with hearing-impaired subjects in order to get useful estimates of 
the effects of prolonged usage of the aid. 
 
Figures 13 and 14 seem to suggest that the positive learning curves for the aided sessions 
shown in Figure 15 may have much to do with the subjects’  increasing ability over time to 
compensate for (systematic) recognition errors present in the phoneme strings. This is 
possibly more important at this stage than increased reading speed. 
 
If we look again at Figure 13 the curves for the blocking-ratio seem to level out after the 
third session (consecutive session five). This might be an indication of the peak 
performance of the aid. It might be the case that the recognition quality leaves some 5% of 
the material unintelligible even for a, somewhat trained, human interpreter. A further 
increase in L would, if this is the case, be more due to increased reading speed, than to 
better error compensation. Although this might seem somewhat speculative, given the 
amount of data, it is a question that might be answered with further investigation. 
 
The continuously increasing background knowledge probably has a large effect on the 
learning curve as well. Since we use the same manuscript throughout all sessions the 
subjects have the advantage of recollection caused by the increasing context as we go. 
 
�����6LJQLILFDQFH�
 
The results presented so far are promising, but are they statistically significant? A suitable 
method for determining the significance of results such as ours is the Wilcoxon’ s Signed-
Rank Test (Lowry, 2002). This procedure is especially well suited for comparing series of 
“ before”  and “ after”  measures in correlated data. This is precisely what we want to do. 
 
The test takes the absolute measure of the differences between pairs of data, ranks the 
numbers and reinserts the signs (plus or minus). We thus end up with a closed set of data 
that resembles a normal distribution. From this distribution we may calculate ] and S.  
 
For both the Speech Tracking score and the blocking-ratio the difference between the 
unaided and the aided case is highly significant: S���WDLOHG� < 0.0001 and S���WDLOHG� < 
0.0001. If we take a closer look at the procedure this is what we should expect if we 
compare series of data in which the first pair is always higher (or lower) than the second 
pair. Since this is the case if we look at the averages for all speakers per session we know 
the answer beforehand. Therefore we have used each session pair per speaker (i.e. 95 
session pairs) in calculating the significance of the results. This is enough data to draw 
conclusion about the statistical significance with the precision reported here. If we compare 
averages for all speakers per session (i.e. 5 pairs of sessions) we can only judge whether the 
results are significant or not since the method does not allow finer precision than this with 
such limited data. 
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We may also calculate measures of significance for the indicated learning effect (cf. 11.4). 
But since it is not clear what the, seamingly positive, learning trends originate from, it is 
neither relevant at this point to talk about performance improvements pertaining to the aid 
as such, nor about the significance of such improvements. Further, there appears not to be 
much difference in the learning trends between the aided and the unaided sessions. Since 
more sessions per subject is necessary in order to say anything at all about the hypothesized 
learning effect, we will leave this matter until more data is available.  
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����'LVFXVVLRQ�DQG�FRQFOXVLRQV�
 
The results so far show an improvement in understanding both in terms of tracking score 
and the number of blocked words. We have reported a 21% increase in L and a 76% 
decrease in the blocking-ratio in the aided sessions as compared to the unaided sessions. 
However we are not near L=40 which would be the level at which communication can be 
said to flow satisfactorily. One must keep in mind here that the task was quite difficult; 
with the grave kind of hearing loss “ simulated”  in this experiment people would probably 
not use a regular telephone anyhow. Further, the text that was read is quite difficult in that 
it is quite different from how we speak (cf. section 10.3). 
  
The blocking-ratio measure probably shows the difference between the two groups of 
sessions more correctly. Since we chose to give each blocked word in text to the user at the 
first repetition, a word was only blocked once per phrase. This means that even if a phrase 
is very hard to decode, it is fairly easy to consume it rapidly by just giving each word in the 
phrase in text at each repetition. In the worst case a phrase would need as many repetitions 
as the number of words in the phrase. This, of course, holds for the aided sessions as well. 
But, an apparent trend is that in the aided sessions the subjects needed much fewer words in 
text per phrase than in the unaided sessions (this is obvious given the facts that more words 
were consumed, and less words were blocked per session in the aided case). Therefore the 
results may be somewhat biased in favor for the unaided sessions if we look at the w.p.m. 
measure, L. 
 
The results indicate a learning potential. There is not enough data however to assess what 
level of proficiency a potential user may reach. Also, there are primarily three different 
aspects that probably influence the learning curves in the present system: continuously 
increasing context, improved ability to decode the distorted speech and, finally, increased 
phoneme reading ability. With our limited amount of data it is difficult to estimate which of 
them has what impact on the results reported. Prolonged experiments are necessary to shed 
more light on these matters. 
 
The next obvious step is to try the method on people with real hearing impairments since 
they are the potential users. Trials with “ real”  users would also give a clearer indication 
about the learning effect. The possible performance increase in the unaided sessions could 
then be more cleanly attributed to textual factors (i.e. increased context). This we may 
hypothesize on the assumption that “ real”  subjects would probably not display a learning 
trend in the unaided sessions pertaining to an increased ability in compensating for their 
own hearing loss18. A performance increase in the aided sessions that diverge from the 
trend in the unaided case could then be more cleanly ascribed to an increase in phoneme 
reading proficiency. 
 
�����)XWXUH�ZRUN�
 
As has already been discussed, the next step should be to try the method on people with 
real hearing impairments. Together with these “ real”  trials an attitude study about how 

                                                 
18 It is of course plausible that a learning trend could be observed in the unaided sessions for “ real”  subjects as 
well. This may, for instance, be caused by the fact that the receivers may get more used to the senders voice 
during the trials. 
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people feel about using an aid such as this should be conducted. It is also desireable to 
continue with more normal hearing subjects over a longer strech of sessions and maybe 
thereby answer some of the more or less speculative assumptions and questions raised in 
chapter 11. 
 
It should also be investigated how well the aid works in a more natural conversation 
involving spontaneous speech. This could for instance be done in some kind of problem 
solving task experiment where the sender and receiver are to perform a certain task. By 
measuring the time and effort it takes to solve the task more knowledge about the usability 
of the present aid may be acquired. 
 
More work could be done on the models themselves in order to boost recognition 
performance (cf. the discussion of minimal triphone models in ch. 5 ). A deeper look into 
speaker adaption suited for a real application might also be necessary. 
 
Design issues may also have an impact on performance, and, more importantly, on how 
users would feel about the system as such. By using an n-best output collapsing everything 
that is similar and giving alternative hypotheses where things differ in, say, the top three 
hypotheses a better compensation for recognition errors might be possible. Different fonts 
and sizes may also improve readability.  
 
Confidence measures may also improve readability by showing output below a certain 
confidence threshold in different colors or sizes. This could be used together with an n-best 
representation such as the one described in the previous paragraph. 
 
The data from the sessions should be analyzed further in order to see how the recognizer 
actually performed during the experiment. If we could find systematic errors or patterns in 
the data we might be able to improve the performance of the system. 
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$SSHQGLFHV�
�
���3KRQHPH�VHW�
Table of the phoneme set used in the the HörStöd system. All retroflex phonemes except 
[2S] have been mapped onto their non-retroflex counterparts during training. 
 
67$� 6$03$�
Ö 2 
Ö: 2: 
Ö3 9: 
Ö4 9 
Å O 
Å: o: 
O U 
O: u: 
U u0 
U: }: 
A a 
A: A: 
E e 
E: e: 
E0 @ 
Ä e 
Ä: E: 
Ä3 {: 
Ä4 { 
I I 
I: i: 
Y Y 
Y: y: 
F f 
V v 
S s 
SJ S 
H h 
TJ C 
M m 
N n 
NG N 
R r 
L l 
J j Noise and silence models 
B b 
D d Öh (short filled pause) 
G g # (sp or tee model) 
K k sil (three state silence model) 
P p noise (background noise) 
T t extral (speaker noise) 
2S rs garbage (unfinished words etc.) 
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���3KRQHPH�OH[LFRQ�
The list below shows the phoneme mappings in the lexicon. The left column holds the 
output symbols, i.e. what is displayed to the user on the screen. The right column holds the 
STA phonemes listed above. Example: Whenever [E] or [E0] is recognized “ E”  is output to 
the user. 
 
Note that the garbage model is not in the lexicon. This model does not make much sense 
when doing phoneme recognition and therefore it has been left out. 
 
2XWSXW�V\PERO� 3KRQHPH��
"sil"  sil / extral / noise / Öh / # 
"A:"  A: 
"A"  A  
"E:"  E:  
"E"  E / E0 
"I:"  I: 
"I"  I 
"O:"  O: 
"O"  O 
"U:"  U: 
"U"  U 
"Y:"  Y: 
"Y"  Y 
"Å:"  Å: 
"Å"  Å 
"Ä:"  Ä: / Ä3  
"Ä"  Ä / Ä4 
"Ö:"  Ö: / Ö3 
"Ö"  Ö / Ö4 
"P"  P  
"B"  B  
"T"  T  
"D"  D 
"K"  K  
"G"  G 
"F"  F  
"V"  V 
"S"  S  
"SJ"  SJ   
"TJ"  TJ    
"H"  H  
"M"  M  
"N"  N  
"NG"  NG 
"R"  R  
"L"  L  
"J"  J 
"_2S"  2S 
 


